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Abstract
the aim of this article is to fully publish the statue of ka-em-Waset and his wife
renpete-n(t)-opet (kom aushim no. 117). the fashion displayed in this monument
reflects elegance and luxury that witness the richness of the owners and their social
positions. the occupation of ka-em-Waset «Hbs bh.t n nb 6A.wy: Fan-bearer of the
lord of two lands» shows clearly that he worked in the royal court of the king, probably ramses ii. his wife was musician Shemayet of «user-Maat-ra-setp-en-ra
Monthu-in-the-two-lands». the importance of this small monument which most likely dates back to the reign of ramses ii, lies in the presence of the offering formula
«anx(.t) nTr jm=sn» which was considered peculiar of second intermediate Period
inscriptions only.
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Introduction1

the statue of ka-em-Waset2 and his wife renpete-n(t)-opet3, was part of
the collection of omar Pasha sultan. it was received by the Public security
committee and transferred to the cairo egyptian Museum on June 15 1968.
then, in 1994 it was moved by the antiquities authority to the regional museum at kom aushim (el-Fayyum) for display, in the framework of the policy
of the supreme council of antiquities to send the excess masterpieces from
cairo to regional museums.

the statue of ka-em-Waset and his wife (kom aushim no. 117) has never
been fully published: it was firstly mentioned in the Collection de feu Omar
1
i would like to thank Prof. Paola davoli, department of humanities, university of salento,
lecce (italy), for reading this article and giving her valuable comments.
2
the man’s name reveals a theban origin. «KA-m-WAst: ka-em-Waset» derives from the
royal nomenclature and means «bull in Waset».
3
this reading is not sure: cf. infra, p. 95, note to the text no. (i).
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Pacha Sultan4, then in 1950 J.J. clère listed it in an article about the colossal
statues of ramses ii in the delta5. it was also enlisted by k. kitchen in KRI ii,
p. 451, 4c among the texts mentioning the cult of ramsess ii royal statues, as
well as by c.J. Manouvrier in her Phd dissertation6. it was Jean yoyotte, Manouvrier’s supervisor, who noted that this statue was seen in cairo in 1905 in
an antique dealer’s shop. Finally, it was collected by J. Malek, d. Magee and
e. Miles in their valuable volume Topographical Bibliography of Ancient
Egyptian Hieroglyphic Texts, Statues, Reliefs and Paintings. Objects of Provenance Not Known: Statues, oxford 1999, p. 496, no. 801-612-500.
The statue

height of the statue: 14.7 cm
height of the Man: 14 cm
height of the Woman: 13.6 cm
length of the statue: 8.2 cm
Width of the statue: 7 cm
base of the statue: 8.2 × 7 × 0.7 cm
tenon below the base: 5.3 × 2.5 × 0.6 cm
Dimensions of the back support:
length: 14.5 cm
Width: 6.2 cm
Dimensions of the columns of the inscriptions:
First column: 14.3 (13.9) × 1.7 cm
second column: 14.5 (14.2) × 1.6 cm
third column: 14.3 (13.9) × 1.7 cm
Material: schist

this finely carved statue represents the married couple ka-em-Waset and
his wife renpete-n(t)-opet in a standing position against a back support. the
4
Collection de feu Omar Pacha Sultan, Le Caire. Catalogue descriptif: I. Art égyptien, Paris
1929, no. 345 pl. XlViii.
5
cf. J.J. clere, Nouveaux documents relatifs au culte des colosses de Ramsès II dans le
Delta, «kêmi» Xi (1950), pp. 24-46.
6
cf. c.J. ManouVrier, Ramsès le dieu et les dieux, ou la théologie politique de Ramsès ii,
PhD dissertation discussed in Paris-Sorbonne in 1996, p. 474.
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presence of a tenon below the base suggests that the statue was fixed on another
base, possibly in stone or in wood. the couple is represented with their left leg
stepping forward, which implies a moving sensation.

ka-em-Waset appears as a young, athletic and a muscular man. he wears a
large wig that ends at his shoulders and covers his ears. his oval face has large,
well-defined eyes, a long straight nose and a small mouth slightly damaged.
his body is powerfully built, with broad shoulders and strong muscles. both
his arms outstretch against the thigh. he is wearing a slopping rectangular
apron7 underneath a short kilt. the apron, which is narrower at the top than the
bottom, extends from the waist to the knee and has a rectangular lower edge
that is visible below the kilt8. the latter is remarked with broad plates reassembling to the sun rays. it is realized with new style as it appears shorter from
the front and with a long back9. the garments are kept in place with a pleated
belt with a tasseled edge in front; it is tied around his waist with an elaborate
knot and it ends with two ties giving a triangle form in the shape of the leaves
of a lotus flower.

renpete-n(t)-opet stands to the right of her husband and embraces him with
left arm from behind in a gesture of affection, as women often does on such
statues. in her right hand, which is bent forward, she holds a menat necklace10.

7
an apron is a separate item worn by men, either by itself or underneath another garment
such as a kilt. the apron consists of one or more pieces of cloth attached in some manner to a
belt, sash or band which is around the waist. aprons can range in form from several stripes of
cloth bunched together to simple triangle shapes or even elaborately pleated objects, which went
from the waist to the ankle. aprons were worn from at least the old kingdom onwards. For
more information about the aprons, cf. g. Vogelsang-eastWood, Pharaonic Egyptian Clothing,
leiden 1993, pp. XVii and 11-13.
8
about this style of garment that appeared during the old kingdom and continued to be
worn in the new kingdom, cf. Vogelsang-eastWood, Egyptian Clothing cit., p. 12.
9
a large number of such extraordinarily graceful statues from the new kingdom are known:
we can mention some of them, like those representing two brothers (liverpool M 13505 and
13505), cf. P. bienkoWski-a.M.J. tooley, Gifts of the Nile: Ancient Egyptian Arts and Crafts
in Liverpool Museum, london 1995, p. 39 and pl. XlViii; and one of army’s chief (berlin 4667),
cf. J. Vandier, Manuel d’archéologie égyptienne. vol. 5-6: Les grandes époques. La statuaire,
Paris 1958, pl. cXXXViii, 1.
10
the menat necklace is an ornament that egyptian woman wore during processions in
honor of the goddess hathor. the necklaces were shaken and the harsh sound produced by the
rows of beads striking the heavy metal counterweight (usually in bronze) was thought to drive
away evil. here it can be considered as one of the musical instruments used by the lady during
her duties.
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she has an oval face with large almond-shaped eyes, slightly arched eyebrows
and a small rather full mouth. the face is slightly large in proportion to the
rest of the figure and is surmounted by a heavy tripartite wig held by a lotus
diadem that surrounds the delicate face and covers the hair.

renpete-n(t)-opet is dressed in a long, tight, transparent, fringed and pleated
robe11 that reaches her feet. the robe, tied below the breast, envelops the rest
of the body without hiding the attractive figure. the right arm is bare while
the left one is covered by a finely pleated sleeve. she is depicted with a slight
smile. the jewelry of renpete-n(t)-opet consists of a broad necklace further
embellishes the graceful figure of the woman and a bracelet.
in complex, the manufacture of the statue is quite good and reflects a good
social status of this family, despite the modest functions played in the royal
court and among the female priesthood.
Inscription on the back support

the back side of the support of the statue is flat and smooth. an inscription
is finely carved on it, organized on three columns separated by incised lines:
the first -behind the body of renpete-n(t)-opet is oriented from left to right←↓
(1), while the second and third,- which are behind the body of ka-em-Wasetare written from right to left→↓ (2-3).

Many female statuettes of wood dressed in such fashion. they were found mainly in tombs
dating back to the new kingdom: see for example the statuette of henut-nakhtu (cgc 804=Je
6056), cf. PM iii2, p. 726; l. borchardt, Statuen und Statuetten von Königen und Privatleuten
im Museum zu Kairo iii, CGC nos 654-950, berlin 1930, pp. 101-102 and pl. cXlViii.
11
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Htp-di-n(y)-sw.t12 (n) [1wt-1r] 13 nb.t nh.t14 di=s anx nfr n Smay.t n (wsr-MAa.t15

Ra stp-n-Ra)
 ׀MnT.w-m-6A.wy16 Rnpt-n(t)-Ipt mAa(.t)-xrw.
(2)
Htp-di-n(y)-sw.t (n) Wsir17 xnty Imnt.t18 nTr aA19 nb 6A Dsr20 di=f pr.t-xrw t(A)
H(n)qt kA.w Apd.w x.t (3)nb.t nfr.t wab.t anx(.t) nTr im=sn n kA n(y) Hbs bh.t n nb 6A.wy21
KA-m-WAst
(1)
an offering which the king gives(e) (to) [hathor], Mistress of the sycamore22(f)
that she may give a beautiful life to the chantress(g) of (the statue) ‘’user-Maat-rasetp-en-ra Monthu-in-the-two-lands’’(h), renpete-n(t)-opet (i), true of voice.
(2)
an offering which the king gives (to) osiris23, khenti-amenti(j), great god, lord
of the sacred land, that he may give invocation offerings(k) of bread, beer, oxen, birds,
and every good and pure (3) thing upon which a god lives for the ka of the Fan-bearer(l)
of the lord of two lands, ka-em-Waset(m).
(1)

For more information about the “Htp-di-n(y)-sw.t’’ formula, cf. d. Franke, The Middle
Kingdom Offering Formulas-A Challenge, «Jea» 89 (2003), pp. 39-57; c.J.c. bennett, Growth
of the
ḤTP-DI-NSW Formula in the Middle Kingdom, «Jea» 27 (1941), pp. 77-82; P.c. sMi

ϭ
therϭ , The Writing of the ḤTP-DI-NSW Formula in the Middle and New Kingdoms, «Jea» 25

(1939),
pp. 34-37; M. collier, How to Read Egyptian Hieroglyphs. A Step-by-Step Guide to
ϭ
teachϭ Yourself, london 1998, pp. 35-39; J.P. allen, Middle Egyptian. An Introduction to the
Language and Culture of Hieroglyphs, cambridge 2000, p. 358.
13
about the goddess hathor, cf. ch. leitz, Lexikon der ägyptischen Götter und Götterbezeichnungen
(= lgg) V, ola, 114, leuven 2002, pp. 75(b)-86(b); F. dauMas, Hathor, in W.

helk-e. otto (hrsg.), Lexikon der Ägyptologie. Band ii, Wiesbaden 1977, cols. 1024- 1033.

14 
For
of the sycamore» and its different
 more reading about the epithet “nb.t nh.t: Mistress
writings, cf. leitz, LGG iV, ola, 113,
pp.
79
-81
.
(c) (a) 


15
about the different writings of the coronation name of ramses ii, cf. J. Von beckerath,

Handbuch der ägyptischen Königsnamen,
MÄs, 49, Mainz am rhein 1999, pp. 152-156. 




16
«
“MnT.w-m-6A.wy”»
is
one
of
the
names
given
to
ramses
ii
as
a
god.
this
appel
''M

 ola, 111, p. 323 .
lation appeared only during
the new kingdom, cf. leitz, LGG ii,
g
(b)
''M
12

17

about «

''M

“Wsir xnty Imnt.t”», cf. leitz, LGG ii, ola, 111, pp. 557(c)-558(c).


For more information
about the epithetthe epithet
“xnty Imnt.t” and its different writings,




cf. infra, p. 95, note
to
the
text
no.
(j).

19

about this title
and its different writings, cf. leitz, LGG iV cit., pp. 395(b)-398(c), [39,
60, 75, 113, 144, 152, 169, 174, 177,
213, 228, 229, 251].
''n
''n


18



about the epithet «
“nb
''n 6A Dsr: Lord of the Sacred Land’’», cf. leitz 2002, LGG

iii, OLA 112, pp. 774(b)-776(c).
20
2
2

2
212

about «

“nb 6A.wy: Lord of Two Lands”», cf. leitz, LGG iii cit., pp. 776 (c)-

777(c).
22
the sycamore is closely connected to hathor in her various aspects, cf. Wilson, A Ptolemaic Lexikon cit., p. 531.
23
 about the god osiris and his different appellations, cf. leitz, LGG ii cit., pp. 528(c)-569(b);
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the name of the deity is gone, but the title following it «
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the sign for her name is slightly visible
  sycamore » suggests hathor. in«addition
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as a vertical line forming an angle of the palace rectangle as follows .
 


«nbt » is surviving as follows
. .
  (c) only the right part of the sign
 (d)





   is damaged as follows
«t«6A.wy»

the
.  
 left part of the sign

«t

  (e) this formula can be also translated
as: «ce qui
comme faveur
de par  
 est donné,





 

«t Musée G. Labit à Toulouse,
le roi», P. raMond, Les stèles égyptiennes
du
BdE 62,
«
t



 
cairo
1977, p. 21; «accordé par faveur royale»,
arbotin, La voix des hiéro
«t«t chr. b
 

«tdes antiquités
 Louvre,
«
t
 égyptiennes du Musée du

glyphes. Promenade
au
Département


 2005,
 p. 155; «als gunsterweis des königs», a. VerboVsek, Als Gunsterweis
Paris
des Königs in den Tempel gegeben ...: Private Tempelstatuen des Alten und Mittleren
Reiches, Äat, 63, Wiesbaden 2004; «durch die gunst des königs gegeben, gestattet
durch die gunst des königs», ÄW, ii, 1766-1767; «Puisse faire le roi que s’apaise
amon, de sorte qu’il accorde une offrande invocatoire», l. bazin-k. el-enany, La
stèle d’un (chancelier du roi et prophète d’Amon) de la fin du Moyen Empire à Karnak
(Caire JE 37507), «cahkarn» 13 (2010), pp. 9-10.
(f)
the goddess hathor entered the egyptian state religion near the beginning of the
Fourth dynasty, and from that time forward absorbed the attributes of a certain sacred
sycamore cult at heliopolis. Just a short distance to the south, at Memphis, she was
worshipped as the Mistress of the southern sycamore. by the reign of king Mycerinus
her titles had expanded to include «Mistress of the sycamore in all her Places25».

the title
“Smay.t” appeared starting at least in the Middle kingdom. this
word, identified by Ward26, resembles a designation of civil status for any married
(g)


2

J.g. griFFiths, Osiris, in:
«Shelck-otto (hrsg.), Lexikon der Ägyptologie. Band iV, Wiesbaden
1982, cols. 623-633.
«Sgoddess «S
24
the presence of the
hathor
is here connected with the title and the function of



2
2
the
lady, who was a musician.
«S


«S
«S nh.t
2 25 about the epithet «nb.t
«Sm sw.t=s nb.wt: Mistress of the sycamore in all her Places»,




cf.2 leitz, LGG
iV
cit.,
p.
79
2
(c).
26
W.a. W
ard
, Index of Egyptian administrative

  and religious titles of the Middle Kingdom:



2 2


with
of words and phrases used, beirut
1982, p. 175, n° 1517; id., Essays on feminine
2 a glossary
2
titles of the Middle Kingdom and related subjects, beirut 1986, p. 19.
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«S
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woman. it was the most common epithet carried by the women of different social classes in thebes within the new kingdom27. the “Smay.t” title can be found applied to
different social classes and they probably composed the secular auxiliary staff of feminine priesthood. they were probably divided into categories. during their participation in the rituals, the “Smay.wt” identified with musical deities, and more particularly
to the goddesses Meret and hathor. they were among the actresses of mysteries who
replayed the drama of the myth of osiris, or that of the distant goddess, the eye of ra.
they incarnated various members of musical procession that accompanied the fearsome goddess when she returned to the country. it is known for example that the
“Smay.t” of the temple of atum in heliopolis was qualified as hathor. in the late Period, the “Smay.t” performed the rituals that were specific to them with masked faces
of the goddess that they personified28.
“Wsr-MAa.t-Ra-stp-n-Ra MnT.w-m-6A.wy” is the«(W
name of ramses
ii’s colossus, formed with the king’s coronation name “(Wsr-MAa.t-Ra-stp-n-Ra)I”.
«(W this
(h)

colossus formed a couple with another colossus bearing the name
“Ra-msi-swmr.y-Imn pA-nTr”29. these pair of statues depicted ramses ii standing on a pedestal
with back pillar, wearing the white crown of upper egypt, with an uraeus and a false
beard. the first colossus is mentioned on 56 horbeit stelae, and l. habachi supposed
it was placed with other three colossal statues in front of a pylon of one temple in Piramses. on the so-called horbeit stelae, these statues are adored by various persons,
including the king himself, and thus it is clear that they received a cult30.

according to habachi, the statue
“Wsr-MAa.t-Ra-stp-n-Ra MnT.w-m6A.wy” is known from the description of Pi-ramses: it is«W
mentioned 56 times on the
so-called horbeit stelae; and on two molds, one certainly and
«W the other probably from

27
according to blackman: « judging from surviving monuments, almost every woman who
dwelt in or near thebes during the new kingdom seems to have served as musician-priestess »,
cf. a.M. blackMan-b. lloyd, Gods, Priests And Men: Studies in The Religion Of Pharaonic
Egypt, london 1998, p. 9; s.-a. naguib, Le clergé féminin d’Amon Thébain à la 21e dynastie,
ola, 8, leuven 1990, p. 236.
28
cf. naguib, Le clergé féminin
d’Amon cit., p. 237; see also s. onstine, The Role of the


2
Chantress (Shmayt) in Ancient Egypt, Phd dissertation, toronto 2001; s. onstine, The Musi
cians-Priestesses
of Ancient Egypt, The Ostrakon, «the Journal of the egyptian study society»
2
13/2
(2002), pp. 9-11, available at : [http://www.egyptstudy.org/ostracon/vol13_2.pdf].


2 29about this royal statue and its cult, cf. l. habachi, Features of the Deification of Ramesses
ii, abhandlungen des deutschen archäologischen instituts kairo. Ägyptologische reihe 5,
glückstadt 1969, p. 40 and fig. XX; ManouVrier, Ramsès le dieu et les dieux cit., pp. 471-477.
30
cf. habachi, Features cit., pp. 40-41 and fig. XX; ManouVrier, Ramsès le dieu et les
dieux cit., p. 474.

3
3
3
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Qantir, displaying the following inscription: «user-Maat-ra-setp-en-ra Monthu-inu
the-two-lands» and «the great statue of the lord of the two lands user-Maat-rasetp-en-ra Monthu-in-the-two-lands»31.
is far from certain, and it is otherwise


is far from certain, and it is otherwise

the
is far from certain, and it is otheru reading of the woman’s name
Khenti-Amenti
which
''Foremost
of the
wise unattested somewhere
else. this
namemeans
is not present
in ranke,
DieWesterners'',
ägyptischen is an ancient
E

Personennamen, 1935, 1952.




is far from certain, and it is otherwise

(i)

u

«xnty Imnt.t: khenti-amenti» which means “Foremost of the
Khenti-Amenti
whichdeity
means
''Foremost
theused
Westerners'',
is an ancient
Westerners’’, is
an ancient egyptian
whose
name wasofalso
as a title for
E osiris and anubis, cf. leitz, LGG V cit., pp. 783 - 786 ; r.h. Wilkinson, The
(b) «a (a)
Complete Gods and Goddesses of Ancient Egypt, cairo 2003, pp. 119, 187.
(j)

E

Khenti-Amenti which means ''Foremost of the Westerners'', is an ancient

P. Vernus has noted that the use of
“anx(.t) nTr im=sn (or anx(.t) nTr
«a
im=s)” instead of the traditional “anx(.t) nTr jm” is characteristic of second intermediate
«a
Period inscriptions: P. Vernus, in s. Quirke (ed.), Middle Kingdom Studies, new Malden 1991, p. 149. see also a. ilin-toMich, Changes in the Htp-dj-nsw Formula in the
Late Middle Kingdom and the Second Intermediate Period, «zÄs» 138 (2011), p. 26.
however, this group statue presents another version of this formula, which was not
known so far, written in a text dating back to the late new kingdom.
(k)

the function of «Fan-bearer» « Hbs-bh.t or TAy-xw » appeared in the eighteenth
dynasty when it was considered as a glorious task entrusted to the closest persons of
the sovereign or senior official. until the reign of amenhotep ii the title «Hbs-bh.t»
was parallel to that of «TAy-xw». after his reign the term «Hbs-bh.t» has lost its honorary
value and disappeared from the officials’ list of titles. the last known holder of the
title was PH-sw-xr who lived at the turn of the reign of tuthmosis iii and amenhotep
ii. he employed it alternately with the title «TAy-xw»32.
(l)

““Hbs-bh.t: Fan-bearer”» did not designate a high function, than
the title «
quite exceptionally. additionally, since the reign of amenhotep ii, it was used to appoint specialized servants who, in various circumstances, carried the fans, both the tall
and the short one. over the time, the title «Hbs-bh.t: Fan-bearer» was reserved to servants carrying tall fans above the king, while «TAy-xw» in which was added as a supplement, «Hr wnmy n n(y)-sw.t: to the right of the king» turned into an honorary title
that had nothing in common with the fanning action.


For more reading, cf. habachi, Features cit.,
 p. 41.
cf. i. PoMorska, Les flabellifères à la droite du roi en Egypte ancienne, Prace Orientalistyczne 34, Varsoviee 1987, pp. 29-31; ead., Les flabellifères dans l’Égypte ancienne, in:
L’Egypte en 1979: Axes prioritaires de recherches,
  tome ii, Paris 1992, pp. 156-158.
31
32
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W. helck33 remarked that the function «
“Hbs-bh.t: Fan-bearer’’ » was transformed into honorary title under the reign of amenhotep ii. thereafter, i. Pomorska34
demonstrated that the transformation of the function «fan-bearer» into honorary appellation occurred very rapidly over a period not exceeding one generation. the practice of this function was thenprovided by dignitaries. everything was happening as if

3
the function itself, which was an honor, was performed for no apparent reason; at most
to show the fan. however, the rulers were fanned later by their servants in the same
way as in earlier times and all the attributes of the function ‘’Fan-bearer’’ was transformed into an honorary title within the royal court.
(m)
For other examples of this proper name, see ranke, PN i, 337, 23.


Dating the statue





several evidence points to a dating of the group statue of ka-em-Waset and
his wife to the 19th, more precisely to the second half of the reign of the king
 following it. First of all, the presence
ramses ii or in the period immediately
of the name of the sacred statue of ramses ii as a god «
 Wsr-MAa.tRa-stp-n-Ra MnT.w-m-TA.wy », of which the lady was a chantress or musician,
is the terminus post quem for the dating of this statue. the name of this royal
sacred statue35 appeared during the second half of the reign of ramses ii and
can be connected with a temple in his royal residence at Pi-ramses36. Further
W. helck, Zur Verwaltung des Mittleren und Neuen Reichs, ProblÄg, 3, leiden 1958, p. 537.
PoMorska, Les flabellifères dans

 l’Égypte ancienne cit., pp. 156-158.

33

34

the name of the divine statue «
Wsr-MAa.t-Ra-stp-n-Ra MnT.w-m-TA.wy» appeared upon some monuments coming from Pi-ramses and dated back to the reign of ramses ii:
- scarab, louvre, cf. KRI ii 451, 3; P.e. neWberry, Scarabs: An Introduction to the Study of
Egyptian Seals and Signet Rings, london 1908, p. 181 and pl. XXXV, 6; W.M.F. Petrie, Historical
Scarabs: A Series of Drawings from the Principal Collections, london 1889, pl. XliX, 1560.
- Moulds, Qantir, cf. KRI ii 451, 5; J. yoyotte, Les stèles de Ramsès a Tanis. Première Partie, «kêmi» X (1949), p. 87, 14; M. haMza, Excavations of the Department of Antiquities at
Qantir (Faqus District) (Season, May 21st-July 7th,
1928), «asae» 30 (1930), p. 61,

 1.
- recumbent limestone lion, Qantir (Je 86121),
cf.
KRI
ii,
451,
7;
l.
h
abachi, Khatà’na
3
– Qantîr: Importance, «asae» 52 (1954), pp. 522-523 and pl. XXXii.
- Votive stelae hildesheim 375, 376, 380, 407, 409, 411, 489, 491, 495, 1024, 1080, 1082,
1090, 1092, 1095, 1097, 1099, cf. KRI ii, pp. 451-453; habachi Khatà’na cit., pp. 529, 530,

531, 532,
533, 534, 536, 538, 539, and pl. XXXiV.
3
- Votive
stela (Je 88666), cf. KRI ii, p. 452, 14; habachi Khatà’na cit., p. 520 and pl. XXX.

36
cf. supra, pp. 93-94, note to the text no. (g).
353
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more the title and the office,
 «Smay.t n Wsr-MAa.t-Ra-stp-n-Ra
MnT.w-m-TA.wy»: chantress of (the statue) «user-Maat-ra-setp-en-ra Monthu-in-the-two-lands» is attested mainly in the second half of the reign of
ramses ii37.

in addition, stylistic elements enforce the idea of the second half of the reign
of ramses ii dating; several artistic features such as the full, sensual form of
the mouth, the narrow and slightly arched eyebrows, the pleated linen robe of
renpete-n(t)-opet and her tripartite wig fit in the fashion of the 19th dynasty38.
Moreover, the garment of ka-em-Waset consisting of the slopping rectangular
apron underneath a short kilt remarked with broad plates reassembling to the
sun rays is realized with a new style with shorter front and a long back. its fa
 egyptian art in the 19th dynasty39.
shion reflects
the characteristics of the



t



Finally, the rather approximate way in which the hieroglyphs were chiseled
contribute to confirm the dating of the statue: the writing form of ramses’s
is identical
cartouche
is identical to those on the tvotive stelae hildesheim
375, 376,
3

411, 489, 491, 102440, which dates back to the reign of ramses ii.
«M
«MnT.w-m-TA.wy»
is written in the same way as on the votive stela hildesheim

«H
49141 that is dated to the
«Htp-di«Hreign of ramses ii. the form of the
n(y)-sw.t» formula is identical to that on the naophorous limestone statue of
ramses-em-Per-amun, which dates back to the reign of ramses ii42.





3
Provenance





the statue was surely part of a funerary equipment, as the text testifies. the

function of the owner and his wife can be considered as an important key


3

another lady named isis hold the title «Smay.t n MnT.w-m-TA.wy» is attested during the
reign of ramses
ii, cf. KRI ii, p. 451, 9; habachi Khatà’na cit., p. 529.

38
For parallel examples to this style and its dating, cf. the upper Part of a statue of ramses
ii from tanis (cgc 616), cf. F. tiradritti, The treasures of the Egyptian Museum, new york
1999, p. 258.
39
cf. supra, p. 89, footnotes 7, 8 and 9.
40
about these votive stelae cf. KRI ii, p. 452; habachi, Khatà’na cit., pp. 529, 536, 538,
539, pl. XXXiV.
41
cf. KRI, p. 452; habachi, Khatà’na cit., p. 539.
42
about this statue, cf. KRI ii, p. 896, 4, 7, 10; É. drioton, Deux statues naophores consacrées à Apis, «asae» 41 (1942), pp. 27-35.
37
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for determining its provenance. the profession of the owner «
“Hbs bh.t n nb TA.wy: Fan-bearer of the lord of two lands’’» shows clearly
that he was part of the royal court of the king, presumably ramses ii, who resided mainly in Pi-ramses.

the title hold by his wife «
Smay.t n (wsr-MAa.t-Ra stp-nRa) ׀MnT.w-m-TA.wy musician Shemayet of “user-Maat-ra-setp-en-ra Monthu-in-the-two-lands’’ »43 is strictly and directly connected with the cult of
this statue of the king, which was most probably one of the four statues placed
in front of one of the temple of ramses ii at Pi-ramses44. it is thus possible
that the couple represented in their funerary statue lived and worked in Piramses, and that they were buried in its cemetery.
Fayoum university
Faculty of tourism & hotels, Pobox: 63514

U
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4

4

43
a woman called isis carried the same epithet; on one of the so-called horbeit stelae, isis
appears standing opposite the «user-Maat-ra-setp-en-ra Monthu-in-the-two-lands» statue.
she is entitled «chantress of (the statue) Monthu-in-the-two-lands», cf. habachi, Features
cit., p. 41.
44
about the function of renpete-n(t)-opet, cf. supra, pp. 93-94, note to the text no. (g).
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Plates

Pl. i

statue of ka-em-Waset and his wife.
Frontal view
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Pl. ii

statue of ka-em-Waset and his wife.
back view


A statue of Ka-em-Waset and his wife (Kom Aushim no. 117)
Pl. iii

statue of ka-em-Waset and his wife.
lateral view
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Pl. iV

statue of ka-em-Waset and his wife.
lateral view



